KLAWTEX
MEASURING YOURSELF FOR A CATSUIT

6. shoulder
14. chest

15. bust
8. underbust

5. neck size
8. armhole depth
7. back width
11. upper arm

2. nape to waist

22. front shoulder depth
23. waist
9. arm length

24. hip

27. crotch depth

20. thigh

3. waiste to knee

4. waist to floor

Please use inches, and a dressmakers measuring tape (not
one from a hardware store)
Measurements should be done while wearing underwear
(esp a bra, or any foundation garment you intend to wear
under the catsuit!) you may also wear a form fitting thin
garment, such as bathing suit or body stocking if desired.
Don't pull the tape tight, it should lay flat, untwisted and
the 0 should easily overlap to the correct number. For the
most reliable measurement place markers at the waist and
the other horizontal points indicated on the accompanying
diagram (using tape, washable marker, or by tying on a
ribbon) so that this point can be referenced when taking
other measurements.
—full size diagram on page 3

1. How Tall Are You?
2. Measure down from the nape of the neck to the waist (bellybutton, unless narrowest point is not at
belly button and please indicate) at the back, and front.
3. Measure from waist to knee.
4. Measure from waist to floor.
NECK/BACK
5. Measure around neckline
6. Measure shoulder length
7. Measure back width
8. Measure armhole depth (trying to find how far down the armhole starts in a straight line from the
middle of the shoulder.)
ARMS
9. Measure from shoulder to elbow.
9a. How long do you want the sleeve from the shoulder?
9b. Measure from wrist, to shoulder, and up to nape of neck right in the middle of your back
10. How wide would you like the bottom of the sleeve?
11. Measure around the largest part of your upper arm, just below the elbow and the narrowest part of
wrist (or where you would like the sleeve to end)
12. What kind of neckline or collar do you want?
BUST
13. Measure your upper chest, this is above your nipple line, straight across from arm to arm, try and get a
measurement from the front, and again for the back.

14. Chest/Bust: wrap the tape around you at the fullest point, usually at the nipples, to measure your
chest/bust, try and get a measurement from the front, and again for the back.
15. Measure from nipple to nipple across the body
16. Measure from the fullest point down to your waistline, in a straight line.
17. What bra size do you usually wear?
18. Measure your underbust. On women, this is taken at the place where your bra band rests, or at the
base of the pectoral muscle for men.
19. Measure the distance down between this point and your waistline.
20. Measure the distance up between this point and your nipple.
21. Measure the distance from your underbust, up and over your shoulder and down to where the bottom
bra band sits on your back.
22. Measure from your front shoulder, from the middle of your shoulder, down over the bust to the waist.
WAIST
23. What is your waist measurement? If you can, let me know the front waist as well as the total (drawing
a line on your side will help)
24. To get the curve of your hips correct for the pattern take measurements
around your body 3" and 5" down from waist (Again, total and front will be a real help)
25. Measurement your hips at their fullest and how far from your waist this is, try and get a measurement
from the front, the side and again for the back..
26. Would you like a waistline in the catsuit? If so, where you would like the waistband of your trousers
to start? This
can be on or below the natural waist. Measure around your body at this point?
27. Measure in a straight line down from your waist to the level of your crotch to get your crotch depth
length. (Easiest done when sitting in a chair - measure down the side from your waist to where the chair
is)
28. Measuring from the tape at your natural waist, take the tape down to
your crotch, underneath and up to the back waist. This measurement is called
your rise, what is the total rise measurement?
And halfway from the front?

LEGS
29. Measure around the largest part of your thigh, above and below the knee, and the ankle, or lowest
place youd like the catsuit to reach
30. What is the inside leg measurement of the finished trouser?
General
31. You can have a bootleg, straight leg, tapered leg or zip tapered tight leg fit. What would you like the
bottom edge to measure?
32. Any special instructions? Pockets, zips, buttons, buckles etc.

Contact KLAWTEX with questions, your completed measurements or any other latex dreams you may
need fulfilled!
www.klawdya.com
klawdyarothschild@gmail.com
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